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All stakeholders win 
in a connected health ecosystem

In the Learning Health System, fragmented parts of the 
health ecosystem are connected so that data, 
information, and evidence can flow more efficiently.

This flow facilitates more rapid learning and enables us 
to progress on the goals we all share: 

1. Improved quality of care
2. Reduced errors
3. Reduced costs
4. Faster impact of innovation (reduced time lag for 

knowledge translation)
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We all want to make life better (which is actually the Lilly promise) 



What can pharma contribute
to the Learning Health System?

1. Faster, patient-centered drug development
2. Clinical trial data
3. Real world evidence
4. Drug information
5. Deep disease state knowledge (e.g., non-branded health ed materials)
6. Continuing progress toward personalized medicine
7. Deep analytics expertise
8. Non-medical expertise such as knowledge management, other in the 

pre-competitive space (e.g., investigator databases)
9. Staffing
10. Funding
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…so in this new connected ecosystem, what can pharma contribute?Not an exhaustive list



Opportunities for pharma in the 
Learning Health System

1. Faster, patient-centered drug development:
• Design trials and real world studies to measure what patients value 
• Make clinical trials more convenient for patients
• Increase enrollment in clinical trials
• Make clinical trials a care option

2. Improved, appropriate access to data for…
• Improved safety surveillance
• Generating real world evidence
• Enabling personalized medicine
• Improved hypothesis generation

3. Appropriate and more efficient evidence dissemination:
• Disseminate our clinical trial and real world evidence more efficiently as needed at 

the point of care
• Reducing the appalling 17 year gap
• Increasing the impact of innovation
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How can pharma help create 
the Learning Health System?

1. Advance the LHS vision

2. Help plan and build

3. Spread the word – inside and out

4. Learn and prepare
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Or any stakeholder group, reallyI will share some tactics in each of these buckets



How can pharma help create 
the Learning Health System? continued

• Raise awareness of the LHS in your organization
• Secure executive advocacy
• Coordinate your organization formally endorsing the LHS Core 

Values

• Make a financial contribution to the Learning Health Community

• Host a Learning Health System meeting at your HQ

1. Advance the LHS vision:



How can pharma help create 
the Learning Health System? continued

• Identify others in your organization who are interested; build a 
coalition in your organization to help progress the Learning 
Health System 

• Dedicate staff capacity to engage and contribute to Learning 
Health System initiatives, projects, task forces

• Coordinate experts at your organization reviewing and 
commenting on the stakeholder tables (what needs to change 
so your organization can engage in the LHS?)

• Coordinate experts at your organization reviewing and 
commenting on the LHS value proposition 

2. Help plan and build: 



How can pharma help create 
the Learning Health System? continued

• Spread the word when your company endorses the LHS 
Core Values

• Share key LHS articles and white papers, etc. internally
• Present internally on the LHS
• Connect other initiatives you are involved in to the LHS 
• Post about the LHS on your organization’s social media sites
• Publish in Learning Health Systems

3. Spread the word – inside and out:

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)2379-6146


How can pharma help create 
the Learning Health System? continued

• Attend LHS meetings  
• Stay on top of published articles, books, and white papers on the 

LHS
• Inform your organization’s strategies, initiatives and projects (LHS 

as future context)
• Prepare your organization for an operational Learning Health 

System

Watch out:  systems thinking may have its own effect…
you may begin to form your own rapid learning loops internally

4. Learn and prepare:
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Preparing your pharma co for 
the Learning Health System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some specific thoughts here on how to prepare/what needs to change/be true for pharma cos to engage in an operational LHSThis comes from work we have done on the Timeline Taskforce of the LHS Policy and Governance initiativeWon’t read through all these, happy to share this document for your review and comments and additions



Preparing your pharma co for 
the Learning Health System continued



Preparing your pharma co for 
the Learning Health System continued



Preparing your pharma co for 
the Learning Health System continued



Preparing your pharma co for 
the Learning Health System continued



What needs to change for the 
pharma industry to engage in the LHS?
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We also have work to drive as an industry…



Thank you!
crawford_laura@lilly.com
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